Ref No: NSE/CML/2018/22

June 06, 2018

The Company Secretary
All Listed Companies
Dear Sir / Madam,
Subject: Compliance and Disclosure Requirements for Listed Companies undergoing
Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process (CIRP)
Pursuant to discussions held by the Stock Exchanges and SEBI and as advised, all listed companies
are required to adhere to the following with immediate effect:
 To promptly inform the Stock Exchanges, regarding the events pertaining to the IRP
process (where companies are involved) as laid down under the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations 2015 and all amendments made from time to
time and the IBC including all the necessary material disclosures promptly to the exchanges
as required under the said regulations.
 All participants who have acquired confidential information in the course of Insolvency
proceedings, shall maintain the confidentiality of such information. Such participants shall
include the companies, Resolution professionals (RPs), Committee of Creditors and any
other entities who may have access to unpublished price sensitive information (UPSI) as
defined in SEBI (PIT) Regulations, 2015.
 Such participants should continue to ensure there is a strong and robust framework to
maintain confidentiality of the unpublished price sensitive information and ensure that
persons (including the Resolution professionals (RPs), Committee of Creditors and any
other entities who may have access to UPSI as defined in SEBI (PIT) Regulations, 2015
are put through necessary restrictions as required under the provisions of the SEBI
(Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations 2015.
 Companies are also required on their own to confirm or deny and clarify any rumors or
news regarding IBC proceedings to Stock Exchanges which are not announced by them.
If there are any rumors or news relating to the companies (regarding IBC proceedings) which are
not announced by the companies to the Stock Exchanges, the Exchanges would verify rumors or
news with such company and disseminate the response received.
Listed companies are required to take note of the above directions and comply accordingly.

Yours faithfully,
For National Stock Exchange of India Limited

Kautuk Upadhyay
Chief Manager

